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On display at the Harvard Museum of the Ancient Near East
From Stone to Silicone: Recasting Mesopotamian Monuments

The gallery on the third floor of the Harvard Museum of the Ancient Near East showcases newly fabricated casts from ancient scenes that once adorned Mesopotamian palace walls. Meticulously created by museum curators and Harvard students, these relief sculptures show how the ancient kings commemorated their military triumphs and civic achievements.

This panel shows the particular ritual associated with lion hunts. The king, fanned by an attendant, pours out wine as an offering, or libation, over the body of a dead lion. He holds a bow, possibly the weapon used to slay the animal, while musicians perform at the right.

Harvard Museums of Science & Culture (HMSC) is a partnership of four Harvard museums that present captivating programming for all ages and a dynamic array of permanent and changing exhibits. HMSC invites you to connect with Harvard University’s distinctive collections and vital research on human civilizations, biodiversity, and the history of Earth and science.

Share your creations with us on social media #ColorOurCollections and #HMSCconnects
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